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About This Game

The legendary Susan the Warmaide is back in the Lost Lands! A ghost ship, an evil overlord, an island full of mysteries, and
more await on her journey into the unknown.

"Lost Lands: The Wanderer" is a fantasy-world adventure game with lots of hidden-objects, mini-games and puzzles to solve.

For years now, the sailors and pirates of the Lost Lands have been talking about a ghostly ship sailing in the heart of a storm.
This vision disappears as soon as it comes to life, yet people keep talking about it. About a huge octopus traveling with the ship.

About its owner, the captain. About the earl's rage and his curse. And the sorceress they believe is responsible...
Meanwhile, somewhere else in space and time, Susan finds a strange pirate chest with the compass of the worlds inside, and a

note begging for help. It's time for her to return to the Lost Lands again.

Dive deep into the magical land of fantasy!

Meet new and exciting races inhabiting the Lost Lands and solve their riddles and mini-games.
Your task is to stop the destruction of this world and help two loving heart be together again!

- Explore over 50 stunning locations
- Complete over 40 different mini-games
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- Challenge yourself with interactive hidden object scenes
- Assemble collections, gather morphing objects, and gain achievements
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Publisher:
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Release Date: 3 May, 2017
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Great game with a great story! Very easy to learn game controls. Had lots of fun discovering the hidden objects. Can de difficult
at times to solve puzzles but they have allowed for assists should you decide to use them. Worked fine on a Mac Pro running
10.12.6 with AMD Radeon RX460 4GB video card.. Totally loved this game. I would love to see more happen in these series. I
thoroughly enjoyed this HOG.

Art direction is really good - pretty much every scene is wonderfully illustrated with bright colourful artwork.
Each puzzle is fairly unique, and some require some thought to solve. Thankfully, if you do get stuck, there is a Skip function,
along with hints. What I enjoyed most was the feeling you get when using every item along the way to progress; each time, there
is a nice click in your brain.

The story is pretty good, general fantasy kind of lore, with portals, ancient gods etc. There are some decent cutscenes, but the
voice acting is amusingly bad!

Very nice casual game to while away a few hours on a Sunday. The addition of achievements, a bonus chapter, and the option to
replay the puzzles & minigames result in a really solid HOG.. The Lost Lands games are pretty fun. There are two features of
FIVE-BN games that I haven't seen much and really appreciate. First, once you unlock a particular puzzle in the story mode, you
can replay that puzzle over and over through the main menu (this is how you get achievements for doing something in a short
time, or in few moves). The other feature, in their later titles at least, is that once you find all the collectibles, you unlock 20
levels of a bonus game that you play through the main menu.

The story of each of these is pretty generic fantasy stuff, but I always have a good time playing them. Also, their style of HO
scenes is interesting -- it's all done by silhouette, and everything works off of each other. For example, first you find the can
opener, then you use it to open the can and now you have olives, etc. It was a nice change up from Artifex Mundi style, which is
the HOG publisher I've played the most games from. I like both Artifex and Five-BN, and it's nice to jump back and forth for
some variety.. I really liked this game and the storyline was good for a point and click game.
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Fourth in the series, you are called back to the Lost Lands by the Wanderer, a ship captain cursed to wander the many worlds in
a spiritual state, and to bring catastrophe to any world he visits. Possibly including their total annihilation. Better get to work
breaking the curse.

The plot is engaging, the HO scenes fun, and the minigames challenging. Get in the bundle.. Fourth in the series, you are called
back to the Lost Lands by the Wanderer, a ship captain cursed to wander the many worlds in a spiritual state, and to bring
catastrophe to any world he visits. Possibly including their total annihilation. Better get to work breaking the curse.

The plot is engaging, the HO scenes fun, and the minigames challenging. Get in the bundle.
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